AUGUST 2017

The month of July is just about over and the heat has gotten much worse this week.
Glad we got the Chicken BBQ over while the weather was very nice. Fred would
have been proud at how smoothly things went and the crowd that was served. I
loved one couple who bought their dinner then went to the picnic tables to eat. They
were from Oregon and planning to move here next year, IF, as she put it, she can
keep her husband there long enough for her to retire. The music was great, the
weather couldn’t have been better, the guys did an excellent job cooking the chicken,
and it was all just wonderful. Was so happy to see Nancy Rhoehlig resume her
position at the BBQ sauce table. Thanks Nancy.
Judi and Betty just returned from Jacksonville, FL attending the National Exchange
Club Convention. I can assure you they came back with hundreds of ideas to
implement in the near future. Next year’s convention will be in Reno, Nevada and I
think Betty is already planning a trip.
It sounds like we will be having a very busy Fall with lots of activities planned. In
the next newsletter, I’ll list all of them and the dates so you can mark your calendar.
The trip to Europe leaves Tuesday and I’ve been busy packing, so I’m going to make
this newsletter short. Pray for our safe travels and we will see you at the second
meeting in August. John Lyon will be conducting the August 4th meeting, so come
out and give him your support.

Keep Bob Murray and Bob Gatta in your prayers as they continue with their health
issues, and for any other members who may be dealing with issues that I’m not
aware of. What a great group of Exchangites we have.
AUGUST BIRHDAYS:

Ken Deadmon 8/3
Mike Ferry 8/7
Betty Quast 8/18
Larry Robertson 8/19
Ellen Cook 8/20

AUGUST ANNIVERSARIES:

Marcy and Si Tucker 8/8
John and Pam Allen 8/16

QUOTE FOR THE MONTH
“I don’t want to live in the kind of world where we don’t look out for each
other. Not just the people that are close to us, but anybody who needs a helping
hand. I can’t change the way anybody else thinks, or what they choose to do, but I
can do my bit.”
……. Charles de Lint………..

Signing off until next time………………….Linda

